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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the second edition of  Queensland Boulder Opal: a pocket guide. 

This eBook has been designed to give online shoppers the same introduction 
to opal (Boulder Opal in particular) that, in the old days, was given from 
behind the counter or on the shop floor. 

We have been in the opal industry for over 35 years and during 
that time we have owned and operated specialty opal stores. 

Working in the stores, we were often asked a wide range of questions by people 
keen to know more  about opal in all its forms.

 
While, that’s all well and good when it comes to face to face communication, when it comes to selling online 
it’s a different story. That is why we have taken the spoken word and turned it into this illustrated opal 
information eBook.

With information on opal coming from all directions, now more than ever, buyers need to be confident in 
their sources. 

Our credentials lie in our history in the industry through 35 years of participation in the key sectors of 
cutting and selling. 

We hope the information in the eBook serves to stimulate a desire to learn more about opal and the 
industry around this truly unique gemstone.

Therese and Rick
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The Opal StoryThe Opal Story
   
Scientists argue that the opal event took place around one hundred million years ago, at the end of the 
Jurassic and beginning of the Cretaceous periods. 

The Cretaceous period was known for its high sea levels and consequently the Australian continent was 
covered, in part, by a shallow inland sea (see map below). 

Popular theory holds that the surrounding topography was rich in silica and particles of this silica washed 
into the sea and bonded with water to form a gel like substance called hydrated silica – SiO   n H O 
– or OPAL. Once the opal gel formed it flowed into the cracks and crevices of faults and large weathered 
boulders lying on the ocean floor. That’s one theory anyway. There are many theories on what opal is and 
where to find it but none are conclusive.   

Over time, the water levels receded and the land dried out. What had once been a sea now became a desert. 

The only remnant of this period (besides dinosaur bones) is the Great Artesian Basin, the largest underground 
water system in the world, located on the map in Queensland, NSW and South Australia. It is in this 
geographical location that opal is found. 

Humans came to inhabit the land fifty thousand years ago, and the Indigenous people of Australia enjoyed a 
relatively uninterrupted culture until colonisation by the British in 1788. 

The Aboriginal culture was an oral culture, largely based on the stories of the Dreamtime. There are stories 
about opal, in the Aboriginal lore. 

Opal was discovered by colonisers in the late 1800s, on the back of exploration for grazing land and gold. 

2 2
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In those days, bushmen walked from job to job, looking for work or looking for gold. Looking down on the 
ground that one is walking on, prospecting, is the surest way to find minerals and precious metals. This is 
how opal was first discovered (in the commercial sense). 

Miners were then drawn to the fields and from there an industry grew. 

We came into the industry through Therese’s father, Vince Evert who is acknowledged as a pioneer of the 
modern Boulder Opal Industry. Vince mined opal in the Winton area, trained cutters, and promoted opal 
internationally from the 1970s giving many people (including us) a start in the industry. 

We both trained as cutters and from this background then ventured into retail in 1988 and later supply in 
2000.

The Opal Art range is a culmination of years of experience and knowledge of working with opal. We are proud 
to stand behind a product that is wholly handmade from a natural raw material.

The great Australian deluge of early Cretaceous times 
about 130 -120 million years ago Time in millions of years

(Aracic, 1999)
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What is Opal? What is Opal? 
 

Opal is a hydrated amorphous form of silica. The chemical formula for opal is: 2 2SiO   n H O .

Opal has a hardness rating of 5.5 to 6.5 on Moh’s Scale – a scale that measures resistance to scratching.
(On Moh’s scale diamond is 10 and talc is 1.)

How is the colour in opal produced?
 
To explain that, we need first to explain that there are two types of opal: common opal (potch) and precious 
opal. Both varieties are made of the same chemical components, silica and water, however their structure 
differs. 

Precious opal is composed of microscopic silica spheres packed uniformly in an orderly network. The spaces 
between the spheres contain silica in solution and it is this solution that diffracts the light, once it has passed 
through the translucent silica sphere, back out through that same sphere, only this time producing colour. 
The colours produced depend entirely on the size (and arrangement) of the spheres (Cody, 1991). Small 
spheres produce purples, large spheres produce reds. Purple is more common than red (Ratliff, 2014).

In common opal, the spheres are arranged erratically and consequently do not produce complex colours. 
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Common opal under the microscopeCommon opal under the microscope

Precious opal under the microscopePrecious opal under the microscope
Precious opalPrecious opal

Common opalCommon opal
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Where is Opal found?Where is Opal found?

  •90% of the world supply of opal comes from Australia. 
 •Opal is also found in Mexico, Ethiopia and Indonesia.
 
There are three generic types of Australian opal; black opal, white opal and boulder opal. 

Black OpalBlack Opal is found in Lightning Ridge and White Cliffs, New South Wales. Black Opal is precious opal 
found in black common opal and characteristically presents in dark colors as a result of being hosted 
by black common opal. Black Opal is found in pockets in clay beds in the form of nuggets or “nobbies.”

White OpalWhite Opal is found in Coober Pedy, South Australia. White Opal is precious opal found in white 
common opal and characteristically presents in lighter colours than the black opal as a result of being 
hosted by white common opal.

Boulder OpalBoulder Opal is found in Winton and Quilpie, Queensland. Boulder Opal is a unique type 
of natural opal that forms within sandstone and ironstone boulders. Boulder Opal is only 
found in Queensland, Australia. The two main fields where Boulder Opal is mined are located 
near and around the towns of Winton and Quilpie. Other important deposits of boulder opal occur 
in the areas surrounding the townships of Yowah and Koriot near Cunnamulla. The Queensland 
Boulder Opal fields cover an area of many thousands of square kilometers (Ratliff, 2014).
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Boulder OpalBoulder Opal

One hundred million years ago a large, shallow, inland sea covered one third of the Australian continent. 

Over time, the water levels receded and particles of silica, washed in from the surrounding 
environment, bonded with water molecules to form a gel that flowed into the cracks and crevices 
of faults and large weathered boulders lying on the ocean floor, solidifying over time, into OPAL. 

That’s one theory anyway. There are many theories on how opal was formed and where it can be found. 

What we do know is that opal floaters or “trace” can be found on the earth’s surface and this usually indicates 
the presence of opal nearby. 

By following trace a prospector can usually find the primary deposit which is generally underground (Ratliff, 2014). 

The most effective way to find the underground opal deposit is through open cut mining.
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Mining Boulder OpalMining Boulder Opal

Prospecting is the key to finding opal. 

Prospecting involves walking the ground and looking for trace (floaters) which serve as indicators of opal. 
Working the old timers diggings, divining, drilling and using satellite imaging are all methods people use 
to find opal. No one really knows where the opal is, so there is a degree of guesswork involved.

Once a miner has decided upon a place to mine they must apply for a lease. If this is granted, the miner 
can go ahead and start mining. 
 
The body that oversees the granting of leases and mining of boulder opal is the Queensland Department 
of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy. There is also a Native Title body charged with protecting the 
cultural interests of the local Indigenous people. Miners must also consider the owner of the property 
where the miner intends to dig. In most cases this is generally a sheep or cattle grazier who is usually 
averse to mining (on their land anyway), and both parties are encouraged to work together. In short, there 
is a lot to consider before a miner can start digging. 

Although some miners still tunnel, boulder opal is generally mined open cut. “Large excavators and 
bulldozers are used to remove the sandstone overburden to reach the opal level. Once the overburden 
is removed you reach the opal level, which is a white clay like material directly under the sandstone. 
There is often multiple opal levels within an opal deposit. Each opal level produces a slightly different 
type of opal. Each boulder opal mine is unique in the particular characteristics of opal that it produces. 
Expert opal dealers can identify which particular opal mine an opal came from because of the unique 
characteristics that the opal possesses” (Ratliff, 2014).
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Cutting Boulder OpalCutting Boulder Opal

Once the opal has been mined it is sorted at the mine and then put into “parcels”. Buyers come out to the 
fields and buy parcels from the miners, or the miner takes it to the workshop for cutting.

The next stage of the process involves turning the rough opal into a cut stone (gemstone). Cutting 
boulder opal is a skill and most cutters have trained under experienced cutters for some years to 
acquire their skills, or others are self taught. 

The first step in cutting Boulder Opal is to cut the large boulders down using a diamond saw. Opal is 
found inside the sandstone (or ironstone) boulders in cavities, vugs (pores) and veins. When precious 
opal presents, it is ‘blocked out’ to expose the extremities of the vein. Once this is done, the opal is ‘faced’ 
down. This involves removing the rock and exposing the opal through grinding, sanding and polishing.

The traditional method of polishing requires the ‘face’ of the opal stone to be sanded smooth (with wet 
and dry sandpaper or diamond paste) in order to achieve a high gloss finish. This process can reduce the 
scenic value of the piece as opal is sacrificed to achieve this.

At Opal Art Global, we choose to use a polytop finish (a polymer seal) because it; a) protects the opal, 
b) promotes longevity, and c) can be easily rejuvenated.
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3. Sanding 4. Polishing

2. Shaping1. Sawing
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How is Opal valued?How is Opal valued?

Opal is valued on colour, pattern and size in relation to rarity. 

Some colours and patterns are more rare than others and are valued accordingly. 

Boulder Opal is sold by carat weight or by piece price. 

Quality Terms Use Value

Gem/vein opal/precious 
opal

Distinct pattern and 
rich colour. Precious 
opal exhibits the 
phenomenon known as 
‘play of colour.’

Jewellery Investment

Specimen 
Scenic/picture stones

Image provoking. 
Combination of 
ironstone and opal. 
Precious and common 
present together.

All jewellery lines, 
polished specimens

Subjective value

Potch /common opal Opal that does not 
exhibit ‘play of colour.’

Polished specimens, 
carvings and ornaments

Subjective value
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A solid Boulder OpalA solid Boulder Opal is a natural stone that has been cut and polished as a whole unit.

A polytopA polytop is a solid opal with a polymer seal.

A doublet A doublet iis a double layer that sees a thin slice of opal fixed to a backing. Doublets usually 
have a plastic back and are made from black and white opals. 

A tripletA triplet  is a triple layer that sees a very thin slice of opal fixed to a plastic back and 
capped with a clear quartz dome. Triplets are made from black and white opal. Boulder 
Opal is not used to make triplets.

Opal CareOpal Care: A solid opal is a rare and precious gemstone. A solid opal can be worn in water.  A solid opal 
may break if it is dropped on a hard surface like tiles. Avoid exposure to excessive heat. Avoid placing items 
on top of the opal when being stored. Opal is more suited to dress wear rather than everyday wear. Wipe 
with a soft cloth, wear and enjoy!

Opal classification and CareOpal classification and Care
TABLE
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The Scenic RangeThe Scenic Range

We launched the Scenic Range in the year 2000 and since then we have sold literally thousands of pieces.

The pendants and earring sets in the Scenic Range are cut from the picture stone/scenic grade (see the table 
on page 18).

When we cut for the Scenic Range we try to capture the natural artistic features evident in the opal/rock 
combination. We do this by being conservative in our approach leaving as much of the opal as possible intact 
and using the rock to create size and contrast.

In light of this, shape is a defining feature of the jewellery in the Scenic Range. Shape is determined by the 
opal with an emphasis placed on balance, symmetry and unity.  As a result of this the pendants and earrings 
in the Scenic Range not only look good but feel good too.

The Scenic Range pieces begin their journey at the mine.
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Processing opal in the workshop

Once or twice a year we go out to the opal fields to collect the rough opal from the mines and bring it back 
to our workshop.
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Frequently asked QuestionsFrequently asked Questions

1. How is Boulder Opal different from the other types of opal?1. How is Boulder Opal different from the other types of opal? 
The key defining feature of Boulder Opal is the rock. Because the opal has naturally bonded with the rock 
it is regarded as a solid opal. The other types of opal – black opal and white opal are seams of precious opal 
found in black and white common opal (respectively) which form in pockets in clay beds. In short, black 
and white opal is precious opal found in common opal whereas boulder opal is precious opal found in rock.

2.  Are the Opal Art pendants and earrings solid opals?2.  Are the Opal Art pendants and earrings solid opals? 
Yes. A solid opal is a natural opal. Because Boulder Opal is hosted by rock and the bond between the 
rock and opal is natural Boulder Opals are classified as solid opals. 
 
3. What is the difference between a polytop finish and a traditional finish?  3. What is the difference between a polytop finish and a traditional finish?  
A polytop finish uses a polymer to seal the opal stone with a high gloss finish without requiring the stone to 
be sanded as thoroughly as per the traditional finish.  A traditional finish requires the face of the opal to be 
sanded smooth in order to achieve a high gloss finish. This process can greatly reduce the scenic value of the 
piece as opal colour and rock patterns are sacrificed to achieve a smooth surface.  

4. What is potch?4. What is potch? 
Potch is ‘common’ opal and while it shares the same chemical composition as precious opal it lacks the ‘play 
of colour’ seen in precious opal. 
Why? 
Potch has the same chemical composition as precious opal but the silica spheres  are arranged differently; 
irregular rather than regular – see page 8. Because of this, potch/common opal does not work with light in 
the same way as  precious opal. 
One of the good things about potch is that it is more abundant and therefore lends itself to dramatic 
specimens and scenic stones. Potch can be blue, white, grey, purple, caramel, or black, but usually only one 
colour at a time.
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Frequently asked Questions continuedFrequently asked Questions continued

5. What is precious opal?5. What is precious opal? 
Precious opal is opal with complex colours and patterns. Precious Opal is gem opal. 

6. How are opals graded?6. How are opals graded? 
Opal is graded on colour, pattern and size. Some colours are more rare than others hence the rarer the colour 
the higher the value. Generally speaking, red is the rarest colour, then green, then blue. However there are 
many variations of red, green and blue, and this makes it difficult to explain value and pricing. Opal prices 
also reflect availability and demand. Experts who have worked with Boulder Opal over a long period of time 
set the value to meet the market.

7. What is a good opal?7. What is a good opal? 
It depends on the reason for purchasing – investment, enjoyment or both. The main thing is to know what 
you are purchasing. The type of opal and whether it is a solid, doublet or triplet are the two most important 
things to consider. After that it is subjective to the buyer. Boulder Opals are often cut in free form shapes 
and require a jeweler to hand make a setting around the stone. In this instance a buyer should consider how 
much gold or silver will be needed to set the stone as this may affect the decision to buy.

8. Are opals only found in Australia? 8. Are opals only found in Australia? 
Australia produces 90% of the world’s opal. Australian opal is highly regarded for its diversity, beauty and 
stability. Opal is the national gemstone of Australia and is part of the land itself.

9. Is opal a birthstone gem?9. Is opal a birthstone gem? 
Yes. Opal is the birthstone for October, the birthstone for those born under the star sign of Libra, and the 
gemstone given to celebrate the 14th wedding anniversary.
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Metaphysical Properties of OpalMetaphysical Properties of Opal
 

Boulder Opal is an Earth stone.

Rock and opal come together to form two types of energy.

The rock grounds us and the opal inspires us to fly.

The combination of rock and opal bring together the duelling 
energies of breaking free while staying grounded to produce an 
energy of its own.

This energy is said to promote emotional balance.promote emotional balance.

FactFact. Opal is artistic.

BeliefBelief: Opal fosters creativity.

The colours that present in the opal correspond with the 7 colours of 
the charka chart.
 
More here https://opalartglobal.com/about-opals/opal-meaning-and-healing-
properties/

Reference:
Lilly, S., Lilly, S., Martin, S., De Winter, J. & Hale, G. (2015) Crystals Colour and Charkra. 
London: Southwater: Print
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Facts about OpalsFacts about Opals

The chemical composition of opal is 2 2SiO   n H O

90% of the world’s opal is found in Australia.

Opal is the national gemstone of Australia.

It is thought opal formed one hundred million years 
ago at the beginning of the Cretaceous Period.

A solid opal can be worn in water.

The hardness of opal is 5.5 – 6.5 on Moh’s scale 
of hardness.

Every opal is unique.
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Boulder Opal NomenclatureBoulder Opal Nomenclature

Blocking out  Blocking out  – cutting term: means to expose the profile of the opal vein so the cutter can decide how to go 
about facing down.

Boulder Black Boulder Black – grading term. Applies to top quality color.

Boulder Splits Boulder Splits –  when the host rock shears apart along the vein of opal exposing 2 opal faces.

Cut stone – Cut stone – grading/selling term. Gemstones for setting into jewelry or investment.

Deposit Deposit – mining term. A deposit is a cluster of opal usually found in faults in the earth’s strata.

Dumps Dumps – mining term. Dumps are piles of rocks put to one side to be sorted later.

Face Face – generic term. In mining an opal face is a rough face. A large show of opal within the natural setting. 
As a cutting term a face means the show of opal color that is evident when the gemstone has been cut.

Facing down Facing down – cutting term. To remove the boulder rock or common opal from one side of the opal vein to 
expose the color.

Gem grade Gem grade – grading term. Opal with complexity of color.

Matrix Matrix – type of opal. Ironstone / sandstone composite with opal impregnated within.

Parcel of rough Parcel of rough – mining/selling term. A group of opal bearing rocks.
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Boulder Opal Nomenclature continuedBoulder Opal Nomenclature continued

Pick up Pick up – mining term. Means to walk behind the dozer and pick up any opal found on the ground after the 
teeth of the machine have loosened the opal bearing dirt.

Pipe opalPipe opal – type of opal. Pipe opal is opal that has piped it way through sandstone/ ironstone.

Polytop finish Polytop finish – cutting term. A polytop is a polymer seal on the face of an opal stone making it more robust.

Potch Potch – another name for common opal.

Potchy blue Potchy blue – potch (common opal) that is predominately blue in color.

Presence of piece Presence of piece – grading term. A way of describing the natural aura of the opal gemstone.

Raw opal Raw opal – another term for rough opal.

Rough opal Rough opal – opal found in nature.

Sandy boulder Sandy boulder – where the host stone is mostly sandstone, generally a softer ore.

Spec Spec – abbreviation for specimen.

Spec grade Spec grade – specimen grade.

StoneStone – abbreviation for gemstone

Traditional finish Traditional finish – an opal is highly polished by a process of removing scratches, using sanders and polishers.
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